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AMENDMENTS

CLAIMS

1, (f reviously presented) A method in a data processing system for generating

documentation for a source code, the method comprising the steps of:

generating a textual docmnentation that describes the source code, the textual

documentation having portions that correspond to portions of the source code;

genegating a diagram including at least one diagram element that visually represents the

correspondiug portion of the source code; and

correlating the diagram elements to the corresponding portions of the textual

documentation by providing hyperiinked references in the diagram that link diagram elements to

the corresponding portions of the textual documentation.

2. (cancelled)

3- (previously presented) The method of claim 1, wherein the step of generating a

diagram cotaprises generating a gr^hics interchange format (GIF) image of each diagram

element and generating an image map for an image ofthe diagram element images.

I

4. (previously presented) A data processing system for generating documentation for

source code in a software project, comprising:

meajis for generating a textual documentation that describes the source code, tlie textual

documentat on having portions that correspond to portions ofthe source code;
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means for generating a diagram including at least one diagram elements that visually

represents tlie corresponding portion of the source code; and

means for correlating the diagram elements to the corresponding portions ofthe textual

documentation by providing hyperlink references in tiie diagram that link diagram elements to

tlie corresponding portions of the textual documentation.

5. (f reviously presented) A computer-readable medium containing instructions for

controlling a data processing system to perfonn a method for generating documentation for

source code, the method comprising the steps of:

gentitating a textual documentation that describes the source code, the textual

documentation having portions that correspond to portions ofthe source code;

gencsrating a diagram including at least one diagram element that visually represents the

coirespondiag portion of the source code; and

coiTislatiTig the diagram elements to the corresponding portions ofthe textual

doctmientation by providing hyperlink references in the diagram that link diagram elements to

the correspcending portions of the textual documentation.

6. (cancelled)

7. (currently amended) The computer readable medium of claim [[6]] 5, wherein the step

of generating a diagram comprises generating a graphics interchange format (GIF) image of each

diagram elecnent and generating an image map of the diagram element images.
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8. (tauxently amended) A data processing system, comprising:

a s&:5ondary storage device containing a software project, the software project comprising

source code ;

a minnory comprising a software development tool that generates a documentation that

describes the source code, the docximentation including a diagram portion and a text portion and

having hypiirtext Tnarkup language (HTML') links between the diagram portion and the text

portion; and

a pr(5cessor for rrmning the software development tooL

9- (c riginal) The data processing system of claim 8, wherein the documentation is

hypertext markup language (HTML) documentation displayable by a web browser

10. (cancelled)

n. (cancelled)

12. (previously presented) The method ofclaim 21, wherein the step of generating textual

documental on comprises generating hypertext markup language (HTML) documentation that is

displayable by a web browser.

13. (previously presented) The method of claim 21, wherein the step of generating

images comprises generating graphics interchange format (GIF) images that are displayable by a

web browser.
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14. ('previously presented) The method of claim 21, wherein the step ofmoping the

images con.prises mapping the images into rectangular regions.

15. ('previously presented) The method of claim 1, wherein the documentation is

hypertext n:.arkup language (HTML) documentation displayable by a web browser.

16- (previously presented) The method of claiml , wherein the links between the diagram

portion and the text portion are hypertext markup language (HTML) links.

17. ^previously presented) The method of claim 4, wherein the documentation is

hypertext markup language (HTML) documentation displayable by a web browser.

1 8. <
previously presented) The data processing system of claira 4, wherein the linkR

between the diagram portion and the text portion are hypertext markup language (HTML) links.

19. (previously presented) The computer-readable medium of claim 5, wherein the

documentat.on is hypertext markup la^iguage (HTML) documentation displayable by a web

browser.

20. (previously presented) The computer-readable medium of claim 5, wherein the links

between the diagram portion and the text portion are hypertext markup language (HTML) links.
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2L Ipreviously presented) A method for generating a documentation for source code

wherein the documentation includes a diagram portion and a text portion^ the method comprising

the steps of:

choosing to generate a documentation that describes the source code, the textual

documentation having portions that correspond to portions ofthe source code;

selecting the desired options for the documentation;

generating the textual portion of the source code documentation;

gentrrating images for diagram elements that coirespond to portions of the textual

docximentation;

mapping the images into regions of the image map according to predefined diagram rules

and options selected by the user; and

generating hyperlink references from the regions ofthe image map ofthe diagram to the

textual docimentation.
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